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Summary 
Due to mobility features of Ad Hoc networks, it becomes too 
difficult to guarantee delay requirements for real time 
applications across such networks. However, such real time 
guarantees can be optimally achieved with a reasonable 
presumption on node mobility, network traffic and reliability 
with predictable features. In this paper, we present a routing 
algorithm to achieve the guarantees for Hard real time network 
traffic, based on Dynamic Source Routing (DSR). It implements 
a node resource reservation policy along each traffic path. 
Admission control is performed with preservation of reserved 
node resources and is adapted to node mobility ultimately 
preventing path breaking. Our routing protocol is implemented 
under network simulator ns2 and simulation results are 
demonstrated with performance evaluation. 
Keywords : Expiration delay, real time, QoS, mobility 

1. Introduction 

Wireless communication in ad hoc networks, its mobility 
feature and ease in deployment have found wide 
implementation in strategic applications like military 
service and industrial applications too [27]. Such 
infrastructure-less networks include devices (nodes) in a 
wireless communication environment, which can, at the 
same instance, work as a sender, receiver or even as a 
router. These devices can move in the network with 
frequently changing topologies, consequently causing no 
impairments in communication. However, appropriate 
routing protocols should be implemented in ad hoc 
networks to make the communications consistent between 
the sender and the receiver. 
Mobility nature of ad hoc network makes it difficult to 
chose a proper and efficient routing protocol. The routing 
protocols used in wired networks can never be suitable for 
mobile ad hoc networks.(MANETs). A wide range of 
routing protocols have already been proposed for 
MANETs by different authors, which are globally 
classified into two categories : proactive and  reactive. 
OSLR (Optimized State Routing Protocol), a proactive 
protocol [12], is capable of maintaining a consistent route 
of transmission across a MANET. The same is achieved 
with periodical updations of the routing table to all 
possible destinations.  On the other hand, reactive 
protocols, implement on- demand route discovery by 
broadcasting a route request message  through the network, 

where a discovered path is maintained as long as it is 
desired. In reactive protocol DSR (Dynamic Source 
Routing) [24], the source transmits a route request 
message to destination and waits for a route reply message, 
on receiving which a route is selected. The source 
transmits the required traffic along the selected path. 
The above mentioned protocols successfully determine the 
paths between sources and destinations. However, these 
protocols do not guarantee the QoS requirements to 
bandwidth management and delay management in ad hoc 
networks. QoS support to bandwidth and delay 
requirements becomes essential for real time applications. 
Authors in [7], [9] have proposed methods of routing with 
QoS in ad hoc networks. 
The architectures Intserv (Integrated Services) and Diff 
Serv (Differentiated Services) serve to the base of QoS 
routing protocols. The IntServ approach adopted in BRuIT 
(Band width Reservation Interferences influence) [8] 
protocol implements a node reservation principle along a 
selected path in an ad hoc network, whereas, the DiffServ 
approach relies on classification of traffic in ad hoc 
networks. However, real time traffic should be allowed on 
a higher priority basis so as to reach the specified 
destination in shortest possible time, as implemented in 
MQDR (Multipath QoS routing Protocol Supporting 
Diffserv) Protocol. 
However, such protocols are not applicable to hard real 
time traffic. In fact, support to QoS is not sufficient, rather 
it must be guaranteed. In case the real time constraints, 
like a specified deadline to communication, are not 
maintained, it may result in unpredictable consequence 
and in some cases may lead to system crash. Hence, hard 
real time traffic need the deadline QoS constraints be met. 
In this paper, we address real time solutions to allow real 
time packets be routed with respect to their deadline 
constraints. Due to lack of centralized coordination and 
mobility features of ad hoc networks, guarantee to 
deadline constraints becomes more challenging. As there 
is no centralized coordination, it becomes difficult to 
provide guarantee for real time packets to reach the 
destination before the deadline. 
In addition, new real time traffic may interfere with 
previous real time traffic and prevent the packets from 
reaching their destinations before deadline. We address 
this problem with a proposed admission control scheme to 
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maintain the guarantee of the accepted real time traffic. 
Thus, a new traffic can be accepted only in case it can be 
transmitted with respect to its specified deadline and 
thereby not disrupting the guarantees of previous traffic. 
In this scheme, admission control is performed in 
collaboration with all nodes of a selected traffic path 
rather than an independent admission control. 
Mobility becomes another challenging issue, where the 
path to a destination should be consistently maintained 
even if some links break down. For this reason, we must 
be able to predict such link failures in advance and 
establish another path for the traffic with respect to the 
real time constraints. 
In view of the specified admission control and mobility 
prediction, we suggest a new protocol RTD-DSR (Real 
Time DSR Protocol with Delay constraints), incorporated 
with reactive protocol DSR, which helps to determine 
paths with real time requirements. This protocol is 
implemented with network simulator ns2 to verify its 
efficiency for  real time traffic. 
The following part of the paper is organized as follows. In 
section 2, we illustrate a brief overview of different 
solutions to QoS in ad hoc networks. Section 3 covers the 
different aspects of routing protocol DSR. Our proposal 
based on expiration delay is discussed in section 4. 
Section 5 includes a discussion on mobility features. Our 
proposal is evaluated through simulations in section 6. In 
section 7, we conclude the paper with positive 
enhancements to our protocol, and in section 8 we suggest 
the future work. 

2. QoS in Ad Hoc Networks 

Some real time applications strictly rely on the quality of 
service (QoS) requirements like end-to-end delay, 
deviation of  latency (jitter), bandwidth consumption and 
reliability in communication. 
Two widely implemented architectures, namely, IntServ 
and DiffServ, are designed to provide QoS requirements to 
flows across a network. In a network supporting IntServ 
(Integrated Services) architecture, all the routers need to 
implement IntServ and every application in the network 
that requires some guarantees, has to make an individual 
reservation. RSVP (Resource  Reservation Protocol), 
incorporated in IntServ, enables the router to make 
decisions on support to requested reservation for a flow. 
DiffServ (Differentiated Services) [13] principally 
operates on the principle of traffic classification, where 
each data packet may belong to one or more classes, and 
can be treated differently by routers depending on the 
priority of its class. 
Several approaches have already been proposed with 
IntServ and DiffServ for providing QoS in the literature. 
Some of the routing protocols for Ad Hoc networks have 

been extended to support QoS requirements, whereas 
some other protocols are independently designed for QoS 
alone. Of the above, some QoS Ad hoc routing protocols  
are specifically designed for real time application. 

2.1. Routing protocols with extensions for support to 
QoS 

In view of providing QoS solutions in Ad hoc networks, 
researchers [8] have incorporated enhancements in 
existing Ad hoc routing protocols to support QoS 
requirements. OLSR, a proactive routing protocol has 
been enhanced to QOLSR(QoS in OLSR) by the 
researchers [9]. In QOLSR, each node in the ad hoc 
network needs to declare its multipoint relay sectors 
(MPR) that represent a subset of links with its neighbors. 
These MPRs can retransmit the packets during flooding or 
broadcasting procedures, which consequently reduces 
retransmissions. The signaling messages of OLSR are 
modified in QOLSR with the addition of additional fields 
which hold QoS conditions, and thus, QOLSR supports 
multiple-metric routing criteria. 
Reactive ad hoc routing protocols like AODV and DSR, 
which implement on-demand route selection policy, have 
already been enhanced to support QoS in ad hoc networks. 
Enhanced version of AODV, i.e. AODV with QoS [7], 
incorporates a QoS object extension in the signaling 
messages, which specifies bandwidth and delay 
parameters, where a node can react to a signaling packet, 
only if it can satisfy the specified requirements. 
DSR, a reactive routing protocol, is enhanced to MP-
DSR[11], which provides multiple paths after the Route 
Discovery phase, which consequently guarantees end-to-
end reliability. Thus, the data packets can be transmitted 
over discovered paths which satisfy the reliability 
requirements, as specified by the sender. 

2.2. Routing Protocols with QoS 

Routing Protocols with QoS can be classified into three 
categories: 

i) routing protocols based on IntServ; 
ii) routing protocols based on DiffServ; 
iii) routing protocols combining both IntServ and 

DiffServ. 
Protocols based on IntServ architecture include protocols 
like CEDAR (Core Extraction Distributed Ad Hoc 
Routing) [8], in which a set of nodes in the ad hoc network 
is elected to form a core group, which acts as a backbone 
for communication. Information about available 
bandwidth along stable links in the network is propagated 
to all core nodes, which consequently compute the paths 
for communication. 
CBMP (Centralized Bandwidth Management Protocol) [1], 
proposed by us and based on IntServ architecture, 
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principally relies on a centralized Bandwidth Manager 
(BM), for bandwidth allocation as per the QoS 
requirements of a flow. It implements on-demand 
bandwidth allocation policy. Architecture of CBMP 
includes a per flow Rate Adaptor (RA), which requests 
BM for bandwidth allocation for the flow. However, 
CBMP can be effectively used for single-hop ad hoc 
networks, and needs enhancement for implementation in 
multi-hop ad hoc networks. 
IntServ architecture based protocol AQDR (Adhoc QoS 
On-demand Qouting) [8] also includes some of the 
mechanisms to allow QoS-routing. In this protocol, 
admission control is performed for new flows depending 
on available resources and provides fast recovery on QoS 
violations, where in case of QoS violation, the destination 
broadcasts a “route update message” back to the source, if 
it detects QoS violation along the existing active route. In 
response to the “route update message”, the source re-
directs the traffic along the path of the first update 
message. 
Another IntServ architecture based protocol, BRuIT 
(Bandwidth Reservation under Interferences influence ) 
[9] adopts the principle of bandwidth reservation. As per 
this approach, a node requires to broadcast a route request 
message for reservation of bandwidth for a flow, with the 
address of the receiver and the amount of required 
bandwidth to be consumed. On receiving this message, 
each node verifies if it has enough bandwidth to handle 
the reservation. If the available unused bandwidth appears 
to be enough for the reservation at a node, then it forwards 
the route request message to its neighbors, discards the 
request otherwise. If the route  request message reaches 
the destination successfully, the destination sends a route 
reply message back to the source. Each node on receiving 
the route reply message reserves the required amount of 
bandwidth for the flow and consequently decreases its free 
bandwidth counter by the required amount [17]. 
DiffServ architecture based routing protocol, courtesy 
piggybacking [8], implements piggybacking of low 
priority traffic into the high priority traffic, if there is 
enough space for it. Another DiffServ based routing 
protocol MQRD (Multipath QoS Routing Protocol of 
supporting DiffServ) [7] is also designed for supporting 
QoS, which adopts multipath routing policy with 
avoidance of traffic congestion and link failure. With the 
help of DiffServ, MQRD divides traffics into different 
priority levels, which helps in congestion avoidance. 
Different mechanisms of scheduling and queuing in these 
protocols helps to support routing. FQMM (Flexible QoS 
Model for MANETs) belongs to third type of protocols, 
which combines both IntServ and DiffServ principles. It 
provides QoS requirements to different traffics depending 
on the priority levels, where high-priority traffics are 
handled by IntServ and other traffics by DiffServ. Thus, 
FQMM implements a service differentiation policy and 

provides QoS to classes of traffic with specific QoS 
constraints, and explores the possibility of reservation of 
sufficient resources for a flow [22]. 

2.3.QoS Routing protocols for Real-time 
applications : 

The challenges and constraints in real time data 
transmission across ad hoc networks need Qos routing 
solutions. Researchers, in providing such solutions, have 
mostly adopted DiffServ principle oriented around 
classification of flows [11]. SWAN (Service 
Differentiation in Stateless Wireless Ad hoc Networks) 
[14], which implements a stateless network model based 
on feedback information from the network, presents such a 
routing solution. With this feedback information, the 
distributed control algorithms, incorporated in SWAN, 
provide a service differentiation policy based on the class 
of the traffic. The principle of the service differentiation in 
SWAN is based on delaying the best effort traffic as per 
the requirements of real time traffic in order to support 
network conditions. 
Another QoS routing protocol, QPART (QoS Protocol for 
Ad hoc Real-time Traffic) [11], provides probabilistic 
QoS guarantees to real-time applications in mobile ad hoc 
networks. It relies on scheduling the packet of a flow as 
per its QoS requirements. Such QoS requirements may 
include end-to-end delay for delay-constrained flows, 
throughput for bandwidth-constrained flows, and 
reliability for best effort flows. In QPART, a real-time 
flow possesses its own packet queue, contention window 
and has independent access to the communication channel 
like an independent node. The size of contention windows 
are specified at MAC layer. In this approach, traffic of 
higher priority is assigned with a smaller size of 
contention window so as to increase the probability of 
access to the channel before other traffics. Sizes of 
contention windows can be regulated until the network 
can no longer support real-time traffic requirements. Thus, 
traffic with a lower priority is rejected with a higher 
probability. 
The QoS routing protocols discussed above, do not 
provide solutions for hard real time applications. In fact, 
these protocols address QoS constraints and do not 
provide any guarantee to such constraints. Some of the 
protocols focus on improving the quality of transmission 
by adding QoS conditions such as QOLSR and AODV 
with QoS, or by providing better availability like MP-DSR, 
whereas some other protocols are useful for reservation of 
resources for flows like BRuIT. 
Protocols like SWAN and QPART are not suitable for 
hard real time applications, as they adopt DiffServ 
architecture : a) DiffServ [4] doest not provide End-to-End 
QoS, as it does not maintain a per flow state information; 
b) as DiffServ does not adopt any reservation of resources 
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for flows, probability of congestions increases. Hence, in 
our implementation, we use the advantage of IntServ 
architecture like quantitative specification of the resource 
requirements of a flow. 
Thus, in our current research work, we propose a new hard 
Real time routing protocol, which can successfully 
guarantee the real time constraints. In view of this, we 
extend an existing ad hoc routing protocol to incorporate 
real time constraints adopting the principles of IntServ 
architecture. For the purpose, we use DSR routing 
protocol, as it provides excellent performance for routing 
in multi-hop mobile ad hoc networks, as suggested and 
proved by the authors in [18]. 
 

3. Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol 

In reactive ad hoc routing protocol DSR [13,3,24), two 
major phases are incorporated for successful multi-hop 
routing : Route Discovery and Route Maintenance. 
Further, the phase of Route Discovery is split into two sub 
phases : route  request & route reply. 

 
Fig. 1 : Broadcasting route request packet 

As depicted in Fig.1, node 1 requires to send data to node 
8, from which it broadcasts a route request packet to its 
neighboring nodes. Consequently each neighboring node 
(nodes 2,3,4), on receiving the route request packet, adds 
its own address to the route record of the packet and 
forwards to its neighbors. This process is repeated at each 
of the intermediate nodes until the route request packet 
reaches the destination or one of the intermediate nodes 
finds a valid path to the specified destination in its route 
cache. The destination node (node 8), on receiving the first 
route request packet, reverts the route  and sends a route 
reply packet. For example, in Fig. 1, node 8 receives the 
first route request packet from node 5 with recorded route 
(1 2 5), following which it sends the route reply packet 
back to source node (node 1) along the route (5 2 1).  

 

 
Fig. 2 : Sending a Route Reply back to the source 

During the transmission of the traffic, if one of the links 
along the route breaks, a route error packet is generated by 
the corresponding intermediate node and sent back to the 
sender. This process of notification is handled by the route 
maintenance phase. 
Real time transmission in DSR is not applicable for the 
following two reasons : (1) since DSR does not provide 
the guarantees for delay constraints, packets cannot be 
ensured to reach the specified destination before the 
required deadline; (ii) In DSR, the mobility issues are not 
well maintained, e.g. in case of a link failure, an 
intermediate node, on detecting the failure, sends an error 
packet back to the source, which is too time-consuming, 
and real time transfers do not accept such a delay. 
However, DSR provides a set of advantages, which made 
us to chose it as our base protocol for our current work. 
These advantages are (i) DSR, which is a reactive protocol, 
is preferable for real time transfer, as at any point of time 
it keeps the constructed route up-to-date; (ii) simplicity 
and flexibility features of DSR facilitates its 
implementation of our real time extension; and iii) a route 
request packet broadcasted during  route request phase can 
incorporate the real time  constraints. Hence, it is our 
endeavor to extend IntServ based DSR to incorporate real 
time applications, which would support specifically hard 
real time transfers. 

4. Our proposal based on expiration delay 

The principal goal behind our proposal is to provide a 
solution for hard real time flows to be transmitted through 
ad hoc networks correctly and in time. Our proposal is 
oriented around a solution based on expiration delay to 
deadline (real-time constraint) in order to ensure the delay 
requirements of hard real-time traffic. The idea is to 
ensure transmission of a real time packet from specified 
source to destination before expiration delay to deadline. 
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In view of this, we adopt IntServ principle based on the 
admission control and the reservation of resources. 
In this approach, we implement a two-phase mechanism to 
be accomplished before the commencement of 
transmission of real time traffic. One of the phases is 
responsible for a suitable route selection and the other 
phase is meant for reservation of resources. The first phase, 
called as “Real Time Route Discovery (RTRD)”, allows to 
find, if possible, a path between the specified source and 
the destination, which can satisfy the delay requirements. 
The second phase, called as “Real Time Route Reply 
(RTRR)”, allows reservation of resources along the path, 
discovered by the first phase. 

4.1 Real Time Route Discovery Phase 

In the phase of route discovery, the source is allowed to 
find a path, if possible, to the required destination, which 
could satisfy the delay requirements (deadline constraints) 
for the real time flow. When a node requires to transmit 
real time data to any other node, at first, it broadcasts a 
route request packet to all its neighboring nodes with the 
expiration delay  to deadline specified. On receiving the 
route request packet, each node in the ad hoc network 
(Activity – 1 in Fig. 3), performs admission control test in 
order to decide if it can accept a new real time flow or not, 
as depicted in Fig. 3 

 
Fig. 3 : Activity diagram of intermediate node behavior 

in real time route request phase 

The purpose behind admission control test is to verify if 
the network is able to admit the new flow with the 
specified delay constraints without disrupting the already 
admitted real time flows in the network. Verification of 
acceptability of delay constraints, requires two conditions 
to be checked : one of the conditions is to check if the 
delay constraints of the new flow can be satisfied, and the 
other condition is to check if the delay constraints of 
already admitted real time flows can be maintained in case 
the new flow is admitted. 
Acceptance of first condition (Activity-4 in Fig. 3) refers 
to the fact that transmission time between source and 
destination for the new flow is still lower than the 
expiration delay to deadline. Transmission time includes 
the time spent at each of the nodes and transmission time 
between a pair of nodes along the path between source and 
destination. Thus, each node along the path of the packet, 
receives the remaining time of expiration delay from the 
previous node. Consequently, the node subtracts the time 
taken to transfer the route request packet from the 
previous node and the processing time of the packet, from 
this remaining time received. The value so obtained 
should be positive to validate the deadline on transmission 
(expiration delay). This relation can be represented as 

 
 …………. (1) 

 
Where  is the remaining time of the expiration delay 
to deadline, received from (k-1)th node,  for i-th traffic, tpk 
represents the local processing time of the packet at node 
processing and  is the worst-case transmission time 
between any two neighboring nodes. 
In this case, the local processing time is expressed as the 
sum of the machine processing time and the time spend in 
the queue. 
 

tp = tpm + tq  …………….. (2) 
 
Where tpm is the machine processing time, and tq is the 
time spent by the packet in the queue. 
In this case, we assume that node k receives a request 
packet from node (k-1) with the remaining time to the 
expiration delay of 10 ms, i.e. . In 
addition, we presume too, that the local processing time of 
any packet at node k is 3ms, i.e. tpk=3ms, and the worst-
care transmission time between two neighboring nodes is 
2ms, i.e. ttr = 2ms. Hence, with validate equation (1) as 
 

 
 
Since this value is positive, as per condition (1), a packet 
still has 5ms in reserve to reach the destination before 
expiration delay to deadline. 
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Of the two conditions mentioned above, condition (1) 
verifies if the packet can reach the destination before 
expiration delay to deadline while condition (2) imposes 
the new flow, once admitted, not to disrupt the delay 
requirements of already existing flows (Activity-5 in Fig. 
3). To maintain deadlines for existing traffics, we require 
to save all them with their remaining times, such that an 
additional traffic must respect their expiration delay to 
deadlines. For the purpose, we recalculate condition (1), 
for the accepted flows, as given below. We also take into 
consideration the changes in case a new flow is admitted. 
 

∀ j, 1 ≤ j ≤adm; …. (3) 
 
Where adm is the number of already admitted flows at the 
node * 
A node can take a decision, with respect to conditions (1) 
and (3), if it can admit a new real-time flow. If these two 
conditions are successfully validated for a new real-time 
flow, then it is admitted, and following it, the node 
broadcasts a route request packet with the new remaining 
time to the deadline (Activity – 6 in Fig. 3) and makes a 
temporary reservation for the flow (Activity – 3 in Fig. 3), 
and does not send it to any other node, as it cannot satisfy 
the delay constraints. Hence, it should not belong to the 
path between the specified source and destination of the 
real-time flow. 

 
Fig. – 4. Activity diagram of intermediate node behavior 

in real time route reply phase 
 

4.2.Real Time Route Reply Phase 

The role of route reply phase is to reserve a path between 
source and destination, as specified in the route request 
packet. Once the delay constraints are satisfied, the 
destination should communicate the same back to the 
source and all intermediate nodes along the specified route. 
Fig. 4 depicts different node activities, implemented in 
route reply phase. 
At the end of the route discovery phase, on receiving the 
route request packet, the destination performs admission 
control (Activity – 11 in Fig. 4). If the admission control 
does not succeed, the destination rejects the route request 
packet, otherwise, it reserves the route, incorporated in the 
route request packet, and sends a confirmation packet 
(route reply packet) along the reversed route, with the 
final remaining time (Activity – 14 in Fig. 4). 
On receiving the route reply packet, each intermediate 
node along the route of the packet, performs admission 
control. If admission control fails, the route reply packet is 
rejected by the node, and an error message is sent to the 
destination to select another route (Activity-10 in Fig. 4). 
If admission control succeeds, the node reserves the 
resources (Activity-13 in Fig. 4), saves the remaining time 
to deadline and forwards the route reply packet to the next 
node along the specified route. 
If the confirmation (route reply) packet reaches the source, 
the path is established, following which source starts 
transmission of data until it has other data to send or the 
path breaks as a result of node mobility. In such a case, 
another route discovery phase is initiated to establish a 
new path, which satisfies the real time constraints imposed 
by the flow. The nodes of the old path should free their 
reservations at the same time, which can be achieved by 
defining a time-out for each reserved flow. Thus, if the 
traffic does not arrive before the specified time-out, the 
node will need to free the reservations of resources for the 
flow. 
Achievement of an appropriate path for a real-time traffic 
is not enough, since availability of a path and respect of 
real time constraints depend also on mobility of nodes. For 
the purpose, we address the mobility issue in the following 
section, in order to provide solutions, even in a mobile 
environment. 

5. Mobility Issue 

As ad hoc networks do not support any fixed infrastructure, 
each node is free to move in the network in an arbitrary 
manner. Mobility of nodes results in frequent changes in 
the network topology, which imposes the challenges to 
maintain real time traffic uninterrupted and delay 
constraints to be satisfied. In view of this, we analyze 
different mobility models for ad hoc networks to predict 
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the mobility of nodes in the network such that the real 
time constraints (deadline) are respected. 

5.1. Mobility models for ad hoc networks 

Several models for mobility prediction in ad hoc networks 
have been proposed by authors in [4,16,20,25]. Such 
models can be classified into two categories : single user 
mobility models and group mobility models. 
Random walk model [26] represents one such single user 
mobility model, which defines the user movement 
between two positions with memory less randomly chosen 
speed and direction. Markovian model also belongs to the 
category of single user mobility model. 
Models like pursue model and column model [19] belong 
to the category of group  mobility models that study the 
relation between mobile nodes, in disaster recovery and 
military situations. Reference Point Group Mobility 
(RPGM) [25], another group mobility model, uses the 
centre of the mobility group to determine the behavior of 
the entire group. And, mobility vector model, which offers 
a flexible mobility framework for hybrid motion patterns 
[20] represents a group mobility model too. 

5.2 Mobility prediction 

Mobility issue in ad hoc networks can be effectively 
resolved by analyzing the history of movement of nodes in 
the network. Thus, with mobility prediction that causes 
changes in the network topology, we can predetermine the 
change in topology, and at the same time, plan a new route 
discovery at such instants. In between such instants, we 
presume that the topology remains unchanged. Thus the 
already reserved resources are freed and a new route 
discovery is initiated. 
In [5,15,26], the authors have attempted to estimate the 
link availability. A link failure prediction algorithm 
incorporated in Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) protocol 
is proposed in [15]. It effectively uses the signal power 
strength from the received packets to predict the moment 
of link failure and send a warning message to the source, 
if the link is to be broken soon. On receiving this message, 
the source has to perform a pro-active route rebuilt to 
avoid disconnection. This algorithm implements the 
following expression : 
 

Sr = k  ……………….. (4) 

 
Where Sr is the signal power at receiver, St is the signal 
power at the transmitter, k is any constant between 0 and 1, 
and  is the distance between two nodes. If signal power 
Sr becomes lower, we can assume that the node will leave 
its current location and link to this node will be broken. 

An iterative algorithm is presented in [6], which 
continuously predicts link availability between two mobile 
nodes. In this algorithm, authors estimate the probability 
(P( ,t)) that the link between two mobile nodes will be 
available uninterrupted in a defined period of time, called 
epoch time (time between  and +t) with  as the 
initial distance between these nodes. The calculations are 
done with assumptions that the initial velocity of the nodes 
is unknown and the initial relative velocity is known. It 
should be noted that the current work is used to improve 
DSR routing protocol and can be useful for many areas in 
ad hoc networks. 
Authors in [5], suggest to predict the stability by 
characterizing mobility of the nodes, and thus, propose a 
new scheme for estimation of mobility parameters like 
relative speed, orientation and epoch time for a real-time 
application. Estimation of such parameters is achieved 
from the time-varying inter-node distance information. 
This principle assumes that every node knows the 
distances between its one-hop neighbors and the distances 
separating it to them. These distances are measured 
periodically using the parameters like either received 
signal strength (RSSI), time of arrival (ToA), or time-
difference-of arrival (TDoA) [5]. 
Authors in [2], have studied the connectivity of mobile ad 
hoc networks, and proposed a connectivity model using 
Markov Jump Theory. Formulation of this connectivity 
model includes a set of theorems and definitions. 
Approaches to mobility prediction can be split into two 
categories : (i) probabilistic approaches; (ii) deterministic 
approaches. The probabilistic approaches like Markovian 
model, are inadequate for hard real time traffic. However, 
deterministic approaches rely upon prediction of link 
failure or prediction of node mobility such as a method 
based on the signal power strength, which is effectively 
used by us in our current research work. 

5.3 Our approach of mobility prediction 

Due to mobility of nodes in ad hoc networks, an 
established route for transmission of real time traffic, may 
be broken at any point of time. To overcome violations in 
real-time constraints, we should be able to predict the 
topology changes and in the worst case, when no more 
paths can be available for the required real-time traffic. 
Hence, we perform a new route discovery, incorporating 
the ideas, presented in the preceding section, and thus, we 
propose a pre-execution check model for the purpose. 
Our pre-execution check model consists of two modules. 
The first module (Module 1 in Fig. 5) allows to determine 
possible paths, where as the second module (Module 2 in 
Fig. 5) checks availability of path and deadline delay 
satisfaction. 
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Fig. 5. pre-execution check model to predict real time 

guarantee 
As depicted in Fig. 5, Ch is the set of paths determined 
from pre-execution module (Module 1), which performs 
several simulations, to identify nodes behavior. A set of 
CBR traffic τ={(dj,pj)} is defined, where each traffic is 
characterized by the expiration delay dj (deadline) and the 
inter-arrival period pj, Ns is the source node and Nd the 
destination node. Mj represents the movement function of 
mobile nodes in the ad hoc network. 
Path availability and satisfaction of deadline delay are 
checked by the second module (module 2) in Fig. 5. In this 
case, we assume that movement of each node in the ad hoc 
network can be predicted like the predefined movement of 
a robot in a production unit. Movement of a node is 
defined by the movement function Mi(t), which refers to 
the position of a node i at time t. Thus, we obtain the 
equality Mi(t)=(x(t),y(t)), when the node exists at location 
(x,y) at time t, i.e. x=x(t) and y = y (t). The movement of a 
node, in such a case, is assumed to occur in a cyclic 
pattern. Thus, assuming the period of a cycle to be Ti, we 
obtain Mi(t+T) = Mi(t). 
We start with pre-execution to establish paths, for which 
we adopt property 1, which refers to periodical nature of 
movement of nodes in the ad hoc network. 

Property 1 : 

⇔  

Where T = PPCM (Ti), i  [1,N], with N as number of 
nodes in the network. 

Property 1  allows to check the availability of a selected 
path only in the period T, as the movement pattern of 
nodes will be the same in other periods, as depicted in Fig. 
6. 

 
Fig. 6 Periodical characteristic of the nodes movement   

pattern 
 
When the pre-execution is performed by Module 1 and 
possible paths are determined, the check model (Module 
2) will be initiated to validate different paths with respect 
to deadline constraints. For this purpose, we need to check 
two conditions in period T, i.e. condition 1 : path 
availability; condition 2 : satisfaction of delay constraints. 
Condition 1 : Path availability 
It allows to determine the duration of availability of the 
path and checks if data can be transmitted between source 
and destination along the already selected route. 
For this purpose, we assume that the path, chα(t), for the 
traffic α at time instant t, is available when the 
neighboring nodes do not leave each other’s coverage area. 
Signal power strength (eq. 4) can be used to predict time 
of link breakage between two neighboring nodes. Thus, 
when the signal is detected to be weak, a warning message 
is sent to the source with information that the link is soon-
to-be-broken. On receiving this warning message, the 
source initiates a route building. 
Condition 2 : Satisfaction of delay constraints. 
Satisfaction of delay constraints can be verified by 
checking if the response time R is lower than the 
expiration delay d (R<d). This can be done from the 
following expression. 
 

………. (5) 

 
Where R is the response time of traffic j, dj is the 
expiration delay to deadline and chj(t) is the path taken by 
traffic j at time instant t. 
If equation (5) holds true for traffic j, then for each instant 
of topology changes, the response time for the selected 
path should be lower than the expiration delay to deadline, 
and thus, we achieve property 2 as: 
 

……….. (6) 
 
Where {t1,t2,…..tn} is the set of instants of changes in the 
path of traffic j. It should be noted that the checking 
instants of real time constraints, expiration delay in 
particular, are minimized by eq. (6). 
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6. Evaluation 

In our simulations, we have implemented RTD-DSR 
(Real-Time DSR with Delay constraints) using ns-2, for 
performance evaluation of our proposed scheme. DSR 
protocol is introduced to RTD-DSR by incorporating the 
principle of the proposed admission control based on the 
expiration delay to deadline. For the purpose, some files of 
DSR protocol are modified in the source code of ns-2 
simulator. Principles of our admission control strategy and 
reservation of resources are added to file dsragent.cc, 
which is the DSR agent for handling routing features. To 
achieve RTD-DSR extensions for routing packet headers, 
some modifications are brought into the files request-
table.cc and hdr_sr.cc. 

6.1 Simulation environment 

We have carried out our simulations using simulator ns-2, 
as mentioned before. Our simulation scenario includes 16 
mobile nodes in an area of 1300 x 1300m2.  Transmission 
range of each mobile node is set to 250 meters. Hence, it 
becomes convenient to represent multi-hop 
communications without shortcuts. 

 
Fig. 7 : Ad hoc network scenario executed in NS2 

 
Our basic simulation network is represented in Fig. 7, 
where multiple paths can be established between the 
source (node 0) and the destination (node 10). Here, we 
chose a matrix sub-network of dimension 3 x 3 (nodes 
1,4,7,2,5,8,3,6,9). The simulation parameters are : the 
workload, the number of traffics, the mobility and the 
expiration delay to deadline. 
As hard real time traffics are used in our simulation 
network, we attempt to achieve the response time with 
regard to DSR and our routing protocol RTD-DSR, as  
results of our simulations. The above two response times 
are compared to validate the extensions brought into DSR 
in our proposal. 

6.2 Admission Control 

While performing admission control, we assume that node 
0 wants to send  real-time traffic to node 10 with a strict 
real time delay equal to 10 (Fig. 7). In course of it, we 
observe the behavior of the nodes on receiving the route 
request for this flow. As demonstrated in Fig. 7, the value 
of expiration delay (remaining time to deadline) is 
decremented by 2, with each node receiving the route 
request, until it reaches the destination. In this example, 
the path selected is 0→1→4→7→10. When the route 
request packet reaches node 10 (destination), the 
remaining time to deadline is 2, which is still positive, the 
destination sends a confirmation packet back to source 
node (node 0), reversing the path. Each inter mediate node 
including the source, learns from the confirmation packet, 
that the final value of remaining time to deadline is 2 at 
the destination. Hence, the previous reservations can still 
be preserved, without violating the real time constraint, is 
remaining time to deadline is guaranteed. 

6.3 Comparison between RTD-DSR and DSR in a 
fixed architecture. 

We have carried out several simulations observing the 
delays (Fig.8), to compare transmission delays in RTD-
DSR and DSR. We record the transmission delay of 
packets for a flow using RTD-DSR and DSR, with 
increasing number of traffics in the network. It can be 
explicitly observed from Fig. 8, that delay in RTD-DSR, 
as compared to that in DSR, is convincingly lower and 
more stable. This stability is resulted from the path 
reservation for the first traffic. It can also be observed, that 
for a small number of traffics, both provide the same delay, 
which is a result of usage of cache by DSR. But, with 
increasing number of traffics, RTD-DSR clearly 
demonstrates a better delay and stability. 
 

 
Fig. 8 : Delays depending on the number of traffics 
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6.4 Comparison of RTD-DSR and DSR with mobile 
nodes 

With moving nodes between the source and destination, 
the transmission delays, incurred using DSR and RTD-
DSR are shown in Fig. 9. We consider  some nodes to 
move in a rectangular manner, eventually going out of 
each other’s transmission range. It can be observed from 
Fig. 9 that delay of RTD-DSR is still lower than that of 
DSR, and it is notably stable. Hence, we conclude that our 
solution is more effective even in a dynamic topology. 
 

 
Fig. 9 : Delays depending on the number of traffic in the case 

of moving nodes 

7. Conclusion 

In this paper, we present a routing protocol RTD-DSR, 
which provides QoS solutions to hard real time delay 
satisfaction in mobile ad hoc networks. It allows the 
packets of a real time traffic to be transmitted from the 
source to destination before the expiration delay to 
deadline, which is  achieved with the reservation of a 
selected path between the source and the destination. The 
reservations are maintained by an admission control 
mechanism. We use a pre-execution check model to 
predict the validity of a selected path and satisfaction of 
delay constraints. We address the problem of guarantees to 
delay constraints for hard real time applications with an 
assumption of a periodical and predictable movement 
pattern of mobile nodes in an ad hoc network. 
Feasibility and performance evaluation of our proposed 
routing protocol are verified through extensive simulations. 
Our protocol RTD-DSR offers better delay, which is 
convincingly lower and more stable, as compared to that 
in DSR. 

8. Future Work 

Our protocol RTD-DSR is based on a predictable behavior 
of mobile nodes in a conservatively dynamic ad hoc 
network. Extensions to it can be still brought in, with an 

intention to adapt it in unpredictable and unreliable 
networks, where nodes can even break down. Devising 
such a solution requires intensive investigation of features 
of mobile nodes, their heterogeneous characteristics and 
many other factors. We expect to achieve the same in our 
future work. 
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